
 

 

Main conditions of receiving a mini-grant award 
 
To be eligible to apply for this funding you will need to be a local VCSE 
organisation that has its beneficiaries in the north Manchester area (i.e. 
somewhere within the local authority wards of Ancoats and Clayton, Bradford, 
Charlestown, Cheetham, the city centre, Crumpsall, Harpurhey, Higher 
Blackley, Miles Platting and Newton Heath or Moston). 
 
We want two VCSE organisations to work together on your mini-project. If 
your application is successful then the other partner will be asked to provide 
written confirmation of the partnership to deliver the mini-project. 
 

 This funding must only be used for mini-project activity in north 
Manchester and not anywhere else or for any other purpose. You will 
tell us promptly about any changes to information you have provided to 
us and will make sure that the information we hold is true and up to 
date 
 

 You will get written agreement before making any changes to the aims, 
structure, delivery, duration or ownership of the activity 
 

 If you spend less than the whole grant on the activity, you will return 
any unspent amount promptly 
 

 The funding will be awarded to the applicant as stated on the 
application form and it is not acceptable for monies to be given or 
moved to another or different organisation  
 

 As a condition of funding, awards of up to £500 must as a minimum be 
matched by the applicant with an in-kind contribution of volunteer 
hours. You will be required to evidence match funding with a letter 
confirming the source at the rate of £8.45 per hour 
 

 Please provide a signed letter from the organisation partnering yours to 
confirm the mini-project will be co-delivered 
 

 You will need to provide Macc with a video blog, case study, 
photograph(s) or participant feedback illustrating the impact this 
funding has had. The grant conditions will be finally met only after you 
have provided this 
 

 You will acknowledge the grant publicly where appropriate and as 
practical in any published documents that refer to the activity 
 



 

 

 Your organisation will act in a fair and open manner without distinction 
to race, religion, age, disability, gender, sexual orientation and in 
compliance with all relevant legislation 
 

 You will make sure that your governing members are aware of the 
terms and conditions of this grant whilst the agreement remains in 
force 
 

 You will ensure that while this agreement is in force you are correctly 
constituted and regulated to deliver the activity as stated in your 
organisational governing documents 
 

 You agree to meet all laws regulating the way in which you operate, the 
work you are to carry out and the staff you employ or the goods you 
buy 
 

 If your activity involves work with children, young people or vulnerable 
adults you will take all reasonable steps to ensure their safety and 
comply with all relevant laws and good practice throughout. We may 
ask for proof of safeguarding policies and procedures 
 

 You will maintain adequate insurance at all times 
 

 You agree that Macc accepts no liability for any consequences, 
whether direct or indirect, that may come about from your running of 
the activity, the use of the grant or from a withdrawal of our grant 
 

 You will not sell, give away or borrow against any of the activity assets 
that we fund without first receiving our written consent  
 

 We reserve the right to share information about applicants with other 
grant providers and statutory agencies where we have reasonable 
grounds to act on concerns raised around dishonesty 
 

 If we become aware that this activity has provided significantly 
misleading or inaccurate information during the period of the grant 
agreement we reserve the right to end this funding agreement and 
repayment of the funding will be required 

 


